“Civilization is the progress toward a society of
privacy. The savage's whole existence is public, ruled
by the laws of his tribe. Civilization is the process of
setting man free from men.”
~ Ayn Rand ~

CANADA
Issue of the Week
Our right to privacy
So much for the protection of fundamental, individual rights by
Canadian Courts. How serious are our own, elected
representatives when it comes to this critical task? One might be
concerned when it comes to this week’s news that the
Government of Canada, through Statistics Canada, is asking banks
across the nation to supply personal financial data on hundreds of
thousands of Canadians – unbeknownst to these same citizens.

The collection of such sensitive information, without permission,
can clearly be seen to abrogate Section 8 of the Charter and its
call to disallow “unreasonable search and seizure”. At this point in
time, the Liberal government continues to justify its trampling of
these individual rights with no intention to test its actions under
the full light of the Charter.
This invasion of your privacy rights is even more worrisome when
one considers a number of other information exchange
agreements that Canada is entering into with other countries including China. One such arrangement sees tax information
being shared when individuals are under investigation for
evasion. Will the new StatsCan initiative open the door for the
international transfer of additional data including yours? Such a
capability, although clearly against the interests of the citizen,
would fall in line with U.N. Agenda 2030 and its call for nations to
provide financial support for the implementation of its seventeen
Sustainability Development Goals (SDGs). These goals include the
combatting of “climate change” and ensuring the safe, orderly
and regular flow of international migration. There are dots here
that are begging to be connected. One could be forgiven for
asking: is the government of Canada working in the interests of
its citizens or a global imperative?
Someone needs to get the ball rolling when it comes to forcing the
StatsCan, data-grab initiative to pass Charter muster. Our
politicians seem to be stymied by an intractable Liberal, majority
government so I suppose it’s up to us, as aggrieved individuals, to
apply pressure.
You can do this by intervening personally with your bank
manager. Tell him or her that you have a Charter right that
secures your personal property from unreasonable search and
seizure. Demand that your data be protected and that you be
informed if government agencies come looking for its retrieval.
More than this though, tell bank management that you will
consider moving your finances elsewhere if the bank refuses to
act on your behalf. In the end, if your political leaders won’t help
you and you are too small to defend your own rights, perhaps the
banks will move to do so.

You can write to Andrew Scheer:
andrew.scheer@parl.gc.ca

You can also sign this Petition:
The Liberals are accessing your private bank info.
Say "NO" to Trudeau!
The Liberal Government supports Stats Can to gather the personal financial
information of 500,000 Canadians from the Banks without respecting our
Privacy rights or asking our permission. We are concerned citizens who feel
this action disrespects and violates our right to privacy. The Prime Minister
has broken the laws that cover our right to Privacy (PIPEDA) by authorizing
Stats Can to collect the personal financial and banking information/history
from Canadian Banks for 500,000 citizens/residents.
https://www.change.org/p/justin-trudeau-the-liberals-are-accessing-yourprivate-bank-info-invoke-your-rights-to-privacy-pipeda

EXCLUSIVE: Stats Canada requesting banking
information of 500,000 Canadians without their
knowledge
The personal banking and financial transactions being requested
include bill payments, cash withdrawals from ATMs, credit card
payments, electronic money transfers and even account balances of
Canadians across the country. James Tebrake, director general of
macroeconomics at Statistics Canada, told Global News that beginning
in January, the agency will ask nine banks for the financial transaction
information from a representative sample of 500,000 randomly chosen
Canadians or a 1 in 20 chance of being selected.
https://globalnews.ca/news/4599953/exclusive-stats-canada-requestingbanking-information-of-500000-canadians-without-their-knowledge/

Mohamad Fakih – Trudeau’s Most Valuable Political
Asset

For the Liberal Party, Fakih is a one of the most valuable political assets
that can help in mobilizing the Muslim and the Arab communities to vote
for reelection of the Trudeau government in 2019 elections. Tom Quiggin,
a Canadian intelligence expert, has recently sent to the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police a request to launch an investigation into financing
terrorism. It is based on a new report that shows that Members of
Parliament and Ministers have been sending taxpayers’ money to
organizations that fund extremism and terrorism.
http://news.acdemocracy.org/mohamad-fakih-trudeaus-most-valuablepolitical-asset

Justin Trudeau commits Canadians to Agenda 2030
- completely
From open borders to the destruction of our energy industry and the
transfer of Canadian taxpayer’s saving into international ‘banks’ ....
Trudeau is ALL in.
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/20033Canadas
VoluntaryNationalReviewENv6.pdf

Petition to the Government of Canada
Whereas:
•
•
•

•

The Government of Canada has a duty to ensure the rights
and wellbeing of Canadians;
The maintenance of our borders and limited merit-based
immigration are essential to our rights and wellbeing;
Polls consistently have shown the majority of Canadians
reject illegal border crossing and subordination of our
citizens' needs to those of illegal aliens; and
Several of our allies notably the United States of America,
Poland, Hungary and Austria have withdrawn from the
United Nations' global migration pact citing its threats to
their sovereignty, peace, order and good governance.

We, the undersigned, Canadians, call upon the Government of
Canada to likewise withdraw from the Global Compact for Safe,
Orderly and Regular Migration.
https://petitions.ourcommons.ca/en/Petition/Details?Petition=e-1906

Tom Quiggin, court certified security expert,
Trudeau is illegally funding Islamic terror
Canada is currently attempting to shed a government that is just as
dangerous and radical as the Obama administration was, and has a serious
uphill battle ahead of it.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n0ygTdmcBcU&feature=youtu.be

Elderly priest’s free speech protest shut down at
behest of Ottawa abortion provider
An 83-year-old Catholic priest in Ottawa was arrested and charged for
protesting near an abortion clinic which is against the draconian Ontario
Safe Access to Abortion Law that limits the speech rights of pro-lifers —
except he wasn't protesting abortion. The problem is, Fr. Tony was
advocating for free speech and not against abortion. His signs made
that clear, but he was arrested anyway, proving those signs right.
https://www.therebel.media/elderly_priest_s_free_speech_protest_shut_do
wn_at_behest_of_ottawa_abortion_provider

Freedom of speech
Now it’s Official: Europeans Can’t Criticize Islam
by Bruce Bawer
The European Court of Human Rights has gone full dhimmi. The ECHR has
totally capitulated to Islam. It has dealt a major blow to freedom of speech
in Europe. At this point, indeed, the ECHR might as well be a sharia court.
When it comes to voicing unpleasant truths about Islam, it can no longer
be claimed with any legitimacy that Europeans under the jurisdiction of the

ECHR – which is to say, every European except for the thousand-odd
residents of the Vatican and the nine million inhabitants of Belarus – still
enjoy freedom of expression. In one fell swoop, the ECHR has put an end
to that. And some Americans wonder why Donald Trump is so determined
to keep the United States out of the jurisdiction of international courts.
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/271763/now-its-official-europeanscant-criticize-islam-bruce-bawer

The New Jihad: More Threatening Than Ever
This week, the unelected judges of the European Court of Human
Rights submitted to the demands of Sharia blasphemy laws and decided
not to allow criticism of Muhammad, lest Muslim feelings be hurt. The court
actually chose hurt feelings over freedom of expression and truth as a
defense. It is probably time to un-elect these unelected judges.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/13206/jihad-threat

Islamophobia
Robert Spencer: A message to my critics
Recently I’ve been called a “notorious Islamophobe” and an “anti-Muslim
propagandist” in the Left-wing media, and while these charges aren’t new,
I thought it worth noting today that they are based as much on ignorance
as they are on malice. My message to my critics is this: if you knew what I
know, you would agree with me.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/11/robert-spencer-a-message-to-mycritics

Israeli “Freedom is basic” ad featuring model
taking off niqab ripped as “Islamophobic,” is
withdrawn
The propaganda arm of Teresa May’s shabby little police state chirps
“Islamophobia” on cue. But isn’t it true that some women who wear the
niqab or hijab do not do so freely? What about Aqsa Parvez? Her Muslim

father choked her to death with her hijab after she refused to wear it.
Courageous women in the Islamic Republic of Iran have been taking off
their hijabs as a sign of resistance to the oppressive Sharia regime under
which they live, and at least 29 women have been arrested for doing so.
Who is standing in solidarity with them? No one. Apparently it would be
“Islamophobic” to do so.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/11/israeli-freedom-is-basic-ad-featuringmodel-taking-off-niqab-ripped-as-islamophobic-is-withdrawn

Immigration-Migration
Invasion of the USA is NOT a Human Right!
We are now in the process of being overloaded beyond our abilities. The
initial Invasion Force from Honduras and Guatemala has reached at least
7,000, with some estimates placing the actual number at 14,00015,000. And, there are said to be 2-3 more to follow this one. Despite
what is now being taught in public and some private schools, our
Constitution does not allow for the USA to be destroyed by invaders. That
would be suicide. These are acts of war, folks, not the activities of ‘poor
immigrants’.
https://canadafreepress.com/article/invasion-of-the-usa-is-not-a-humanright

The Caravan Is Not Coming Because It’s Already
Here
The Caravan March is a well-staged travelling Terrorist Attack bringing
barbarians to the gate, its goal being to flood the border states of Arizona,
California and Texas et al with uninvited guests, who, once inside, will form
cells to help the progressive-left attack America from within.
The Caravan Mission, like the Big Women’s March the first day after
President Donald Trump’s Inauguration, was painstakingly organized long
before the pink cap protesters ever hit the streets. Not even ganged-up
social media or flash mobs can put millions of protesters on the street
overnight.
https://canadafreepress.com/article/the-caravan-is-not-coming-becauseits-already-here

What Will Happen When the Migrant Caravan
Reaches the Border?
It’s a lose-lose situation. Even if the military handles the migrants with kid
gloves and no one gets so much as a hangnail, the establishment media
will portray the American soldiers who are stopping the caravan as redneck
thugs, mindlessly operating on the orders of the racist bigot in the White
House. And if the migrants are not stopped, and enter the country, the
same media will howl that Trump has not kept his word, and cannot be
trusted.
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/271759/what-will-happen-whenmigrant-caravan-reaches-robert-spencer

Antifa
America's Domestic Terrorists
Since September, 2015, well over 600 acts of violence against Trump
supporters and Republicans have been documented. These have included
verbal threats and abuse, death threats, beatings with clubs, chains, fists,
and kicking, and shootings. All of the acts have been perpetrated by

avowed leftist groups—ANTIFA and Black Lives Matter come immediately
to mind.
https://canadafreepress.com/article/americas-domestic-terrorists

Facebook Allows Communist Antifa To Incite Their
Followers to Burn Down Housing Developments
Communist Antifa is certainly guilty of that level of hatred and more. Yet,
somehow, they are still on Facebook. Communists of a feather. These are
accounts that call for the murder of President Trump and conservatives on
a regular basis. They brazenly use their Facebook pages to radicalize,
recruit, and mobilize new members. They are incredibly hateful and violent.
http://noisyroom.net/blog/2018/11/01/facebook-allows-communist-antifato-incite-their-followers-to-burn-down-housing-developments

Mid-Term Elections
Mark Levin on what's at stake in the midterm
elections – this is a MUST watch!
"Life, Liberty & Levin" host Mark Levin joined Sean Hannity to deliver a
passionate case against Democrats, the liberal media, celebrities and more,
with less than a week to go before the crucial midterm elections. "We're
actually fighting the media, we're fighting the Democrats, we're fighting
academia, we're fighting Hollywood and all the rest," Levin said.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XsBVTBu6NkA

o

Tommy Robinson
Tommy Fights Back – Excellent Update!
Thanks to the donations of people like you and me, Tommy is now going
to take on the police and the media and the prison system.
https://gatesofvienna.net/2018/10/tommy-fights-back/

Trump travel Ban Critics Now Beg Administration to
Enforce Travel Ban for Tommy Robinson
Several Members of the UK Parliament led by Soros-funded HOPE not Hate
director Ruth Smeeth MP — who have in the past expressed hatred for
President Donald Trump — are now begging his administration to ban
Tommy Robinson from the U.S.!
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2018/11/01/anti-trump-mps-begadministration-ban-tommy-robinson-us/

Around the World
Brazil
New Brazil President to close “Palestinian”
embassy: “You do not negotiate with terrorists”
A refreshing dose of reality from a country that has supported the
“Palestinian” jihad for a considerable period. “Is Palestine a country?
Palestine is not a country, so there should be no embassy here,” Bolsonaro
said weeks ago. “You do not negotiate with terrorists.”
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/10/new-brazil-president-to-closepalestinian-embassy-you-do-not-negotiate-with-terrorists

France

When French Identity Died
If there is no such thing as a “true Frenchmen,” then everyone in France
can be French, and there is no need to wonder about how to “integrate”
Muslims into a French identity that no longer exists. Muslims in France are
already almost as French as they need to be, in Macron’s rosy view, and
the only problem, for Macron, is making sure that “foreign states” do not
build and maintain mosques in France, or train and pay for French imams.
He does not see the problem as one of an ideology, Islam, irredeemably
hostile to what makes France.
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/271772/when-french-identity-diedhugh-fitzgerald

Germany
Germany: Attempt to derail high-speed train, letter
in Arabic threatens more such attacks
It’s being reported in Germany on Sunday that Bavarian officials are
investigating a possible terror attack on a high-speed train. The authorities
are in possession of a threatening letter in Arabic, pledging more attacks
and the incident took place near a bridge with Arabic graffiti.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/10/germany-attempt-to-derail-highspeed-train-letter-in-arabic-threatens-more-such-attacks

Israel
Israel silent as Iran hit by computer virus more
violent than Stuxnet
Iranian infrastructure and strategic networks have come under attack in
the last few days by a computer virus similar to Stuxnet but “more violent,
more advanced and more sophisticated’. The report came hours after
Israel said its Mossad intelligence agency had thwarted an Iranian murder
plot in Denmark, and two days after Iran acknowledged that President
Hassan Rouhani’s mobile phone had been bugged. “What Iran hides,
Israel will find,” Netanyahu declared in his September UN speech.

https://www.timesofisrael.com/tv-report-israel-silent-as-iran-hit-bycomputer-virus-more-violent-than-stuxnet

Italy
Italy: Populists block Muslim group’s bid to turn
chapel into mosque
Italian Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of the Interior Matteo
Salvini named Islam as “one of the greatest threats to Italy” and stated
months ago: Centuries of history are at risk of disappearing if Islamisation,
which has been underestimated until now, finally wins. Lombardy’s populist
League-led local government has blocked plans to turn an old chapel into a
mosque after an Islamic group outbid Christians at the auction of a church
in Bergamo, northern Italy.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/10/italy-populists-block-muslim-groupsbid-to-turn-chapel-into-mosque

Pakistan
Pakistan: Asia Bibi Acquitted After Years Awaiting
Death for "Blasphemy"
No one took to the streets of Europe to protest Asia Bibi's imprisonment.
No major Western columnist penned articles proclaiming "Je Suis Asia
Bibi." Western secular human rights groups, always ready and willing to
embrace any cause, largely remained missing in action. Where have our
philosophers, humanists and journalists been during these last nine years
of injustice? It is this sad indifference that is devouring the West.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/13208/pakistan-asia-bibi-acquitted

United Kingdom
UK: Seven Muslims found guilty of running rape
gang, one girl was raped by “at least 100” Muslims
before she was 16

Who is responsible for the mass gang-rape of British girls by Muslims? The
British Left — in particular the “anti-hate” crusaders Nick Lowles and
Matthew Collins of Hope Not Hate, Fiyaz Mughal of Faith Matters and Tell
Mama, and their friends, supporters, and allies. They demonized as
“Islamophobic,” “hateful” and “bigoted” anyone who said that there were
Muslim rape gangs at all, and that they had to be stopped.
A comment on the story:
“The rape of our young girls on a massive scale by depraved Muslim gangs
is the greatest scandal to have ever arisen in the UK made even worse by
the cowardly indifference of politicians, social workers and police. That
Tommy Robinson was arrested and imprisoned for pointing this out, as I
could be, indicates that nothing is more important to the UK authorities than
appeasing and pandering to Muslims. Young British girls (white, Sikh and
Hindu victims of the rape gangs), their lives shattered, are of no account to
the UK elite who regard Muslims as the primary victim group to be
zealously protected. The day of reckoning will make Armageddon look like
a Sunday picnic.”
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/10/uk-seven-muslims-found-guilty-ofrunning-rape-gang-one-girl-was-raped-by-at-least-100-muslims-before-shewas-16

The UK’s Muslim rape gangs and Maajid Nawaz’s
hypocrisy
Muslims tend to enjoy special status in relation to rape and grooming. If
you talk about their behaviour, you’re a racist. Forget the lifetime trauma
that the raped girls will never get over. Forget the ruined lives so that a
bunch of animals could have five minutes of pleasure. Forget the suicide
and drug addiction rates we will be seeing in later years as a result of
Maajid’s community’s behaviour.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/10/the-uks-muslim-rape-gangs-andmaajid-nawazs-hypocrisy

Sajid Javid’s Tweet Horrifies Sadiq Khan
London mayor Sadiq Khan has attacked Home Secretary Sajid Javid for
“playing to the far-right narrative” with a tweet he sent following the

sentencing of a grooming gang in Huddersfield. Mr. Javid tweeted after a
gang of 20 men were sentenced on October 19; “These sick Asian

paedophiles are finally facing justice. I want to commend the bravery of
the victims. For too long, they were ignored. Not on my watch. There will
be no no-go areas.” Sadiq Khan thinks identifying the groomers in this way
is unacceptable, though he fails to explain why.

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/10/hugh-fitzgerald-sajid-javids-tweethorrifies-sadiq-khan-part-one

UK: Terror Investigations an "Inconvenience"?
It is mystifying that the victims of terror had nowhere to turn: it has been
more than a decade since the first mass terrorist attack in the UK, in 2005
on London's transit system, where 56 people were killed and 700 wounded.
Since then, Britain has only seen the terror threat continue. Perhaps the
main reason that terror victims had nowhere to turn is that even after
years of living with Islamic terrorism, British authorities and public services
still appear to be more concerned with dealing with perceived
"Islamophobia" than with the real, devastating consequences of terrorism.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/13190/britain-terror-investigations

United States
Finding Wisdom as the Branches Shrivel by Mark
Steyn
We live in a time when man can find wisdom – almost the entirety of
human knowledge – on a pocket-sized device he carries around with him
all day. In theory, the tree of life should be spreading its branches broad
and embracing over ever more of humanity. Instead, in the Age of Digital
Wisdom, too many retreat into dark corners sealed off from any wider
enlightenment. In this world of hermetically sealed ideological ghettos, it is
a melancholy fact that Islam, the secular polytechnic left and the
subterranean skinhead right all meet at what Laura Rosen Cohen calls JewHate Junction.
https://www.steynonline.com/8954/finding-wisdom-as-the-branches-shrivel

5 terrorists released from Gitmo by Obama join the
Taliban in Qatar
Five members of the Afghan Taliban who were freed from the U.S. military
prison at Guantanamo Bay in exchange for captured American Army Sgt.
Bowe Bergdahl have joined the insurgent group’s political office in Qatar,
Taliban spokesman Zabihullah Mujahid said Tuesday.
https://creepingsharia.wordpress.com/2018/10/31/gitmo-jihadis-taliban/

Double honor killing? Muslim sisters found dead
Two sisters were found bound together, dead, floating in the East River in
New York City. For the past few days, the police were asking the public for
information, trying to find out who they were. I followed the story carefully
because young girls dying in this way raise flags. Knowing what I know
now, there is no doubt in my mind this was a double honor killing.
https://gellerreport.com/2018/10/bound-drowned-muslim-sisters.html/

Other Articles
Trump's rhetoric didn't cause this massacre by
Barbara Kay
All the individuals behind these attempted and successful acts of human
slaughter are mysteries in the end. A divisive and volatile environment may
further excite their dark passions, it is true. A national leader who is
careless in his often divisive rhetoric does nothing to calm the social
waters. But that’s a far cry from actually causing a massacre. And so, when
CNN asked Rabbi Jeffrey Myers if Trump would be welcome at the Tree of
Life Synagogue, he wisely replied: “The President of the United States is
always welcome. I am a citizen, he is my president. He is always
welcome.” That was the right, that was the unifying, thing to say.
https://nationalpost.com/opinion/barbara-kay-trumps-rhetoric-didnt-causethis-massacre

The ingratitude: Islamic State threatens to
assassinate Pope Francis
It is understandable that the Islamic State would want to murder the most
prominent exponent of Christianity, but in this the jihadis are being shortsighted. Pope Francis and the Catholic Church are among their best and
most useful friends. The Pope, like the Organization of Islamic Cooperation,
apparently thinks that the problem is not jihad terror, but non-Muslims
talking about jihad terror; Muslims would be peaceful if non-Muslims would
simply censor themselves and self-impose Sharia blasphemy restrictions
regarding criticism of Islam.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/10/the-ingratitude-islamic-statethreatens-to-assassinate-pope-francis

The militarisation of anti-Semitism
If you look at the fascistic slaughter in Pittsburgh and see only the problem
of Trumpism, then you are being wilfully blind; politically and morally blind.
For in this assault we see scarily mainstream views being given a violent
expression and we see merely the latest step in a militarisation of antiSemitism that has been growing for years. Ultimately, only one person
bears responsibility for the massacre. The rest of us, however, have a
moral responsibility to be honest about the rise of anti-Semitism and to
treat it, finally, with the seriousness it deserves.
https://www.spiked-online.com/2018/10/29/the-militarisation-of-antisemitism

The Myth of an International Populist Uprising by
Conrad Black
The Jewish community of the United States will wait a long time to find a
more philo-Semitic president than this one, or a greater friend of Israel.
This latest defamation of the president will not fly with the country. Donald
Trump has his shortcomings, but any trace of bigotry or group bias is not
among them, and the country knows it.
http://www.conradmblack.com/1435/the-myth-of-an-international-populistuprising

When Laws Are Not Enforced, Anarchy Follows
In the last two years, a number of celebrities have openly fantasized about
doing physical harm to the president of the United States. Madonna, Kathy
Griffin, Johnny Depp, Robert De Niro, Snoop Dogg, and other stars have
expressed their wishes that Donald Trump might be beaten up, blown up,
cut up or shot up. If the next time a Hollywood icon tweeted or voiced a
threat to the president he or she was subsequently put on a no-fly list, the
current assassination chic would quickly stop.
https://amgreatness.com/2018/11/01/when-laws-are-

Recommended Book
Denis Prager Praises Jamie Glazov’s New Book
“Jihadist Psychopath”
In this new Jamie Glazov Moment, Jamie discusses how Dennis Prager has
praised his new book, “Jihadist Psychopath”, revealing how America’s
conservative titan has given a glowing thumbs up. “One of the most
important books at the present time”.
https://jamieglazov.com/2018/11/01/glazov-moment-dennis-pragerpraises-jamie-glazovs-new-book/

YouTubes
Robert Spencer Video: The ‘Disturbing Trend’ of
Treating Islam as ‘Not a Religion’
In this new video, I discuss a recent New York Times article decrying the
fact that an increasing number of people are realizing that Islam is a
political and social system, as well as a religion.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/10/robert-spencer-video-the-disturbingtrend-of-treating-islam-as-not-a-religion

‘We must have the right to mock Muhammad’
Watch Brendan O’Neill, editor of !Spiked on Tucker Carlson Tonight on Fox
News.
https://www.spiked-online.com/video/we-must-have-the-right-to-mockmuhammad/

Asia Bibi to be Released with Jamie Glazov
In this new Jamie Glazov Moment, Jamie discusses ‘Asia Bibi To Be
Released’ revealing how Pakistan’s Supreme Court has acquitted a Christian
woman on death row for blasphemy charges.
https://jamieglazov.com/2018/11/02/glazov-moment-asia-bibi-to-bereleased/

Please forward this Newsletter to others.
There is STRENGTH in numbers.
https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/act-for-canada-newsletter-
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